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The go-to-guide for right to your frostbite-free fingers. Pick up a copy today for your home
or NY Times  Extreme When risk threatens you as well as your loved ones, you’ Learn to
winterize your car, dress for the polar vortex, drive on dark ice, keep your house safe and
warm, and everything in between. Along with his fourth book, the Winter Survival Handbook,
he’Wintertime Survival Handbook brings everything you need to survive the severe winters
and intensive emergencies coping with the worst of winter Tim MacWelch may be the go-to-
man for survival methods and definitely someone you want next for you in your snow
cave.The life-saving s going to help you survive the average and brutal winters. Useful Hints
for EVERYDAY ACTIVITY Don’t want to spend 20 minutes sitting in driveway waiting for your
car to defrost? best selling author, and survival expert, Tim MacWelch.ll prepare yourself to
combat any dire circumstance. Be prepared for the worst: a major power outage, a walk
through a whiteout, a fall through ice into freezing drinking water. Wilderness Survival
Freezing and stranded in the middle of nowhere? Wilderness survival professional MacWelch
knows what you need to stay warm, survive, and make it out alive.and stay safe this
winter! from the glove box  Discover ways to build a snow cave, shoot a frozen rifle, make a
fire in a snowstorm, plus much more.
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Guiding you (and your house animals) safely through the hazards of winter For those who
have commented on our antifreeze tip - I thank you so very much for your concern for the
surroundings and our companion animals.Thanks - the writer. The section that seems to be
creating misunderstandings for a few people is definitely a section on departing your house
vacant and without temperature for the winter. Got no idea you could use snow for wc paper
:-)If you're likely to spend any time outside this winter it's a good source of info Don't bother.
Similar to a booklet. It is critical to notice that there are many brands of pet-safe and
environmentally safe antifreeze available. Even explained you will want to to approach a polar
bear! Since this publication was written with the intention of properly guiding you through
winter, it will be beneficial for visitors to hear how the publication fared as a survival instruction
and rated appropriately. I know for an undeniable fact that everyone involved in the
production of the book loves their pets (and yours as well), and we want every one of them to
be secure and happy. Great tips for dealing with cold weather Did not realize this was
basically a collection of articles from outdoor life. All in all though some very practical
suggestions. There I recommend using antifreeze or rubbing alcoholic beverages in the
bathroom . to maintain it from freezing and shattering. I the stand by position my statement, as
my family has used this technique successfully for years. Very little to it. Five Stars Very
informative Five Stars Just what we wanted for our 72-hour kits! Five Stars Great tips!
Additionally, the book was clear that this technique can be for an unoccupied home - so no
pets should have access to these treated toilets. Bought for our teen boy and he loves it.
Pleased with this purchase Well rounded reserve, great information with great pictures and
explanations of how to make it through some difficult situations. Five Stars great
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